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AMPLE LINE BUNDLES ON BLOWN UP SURFACES

OLIVER I<:ÜCHLE

ABSTRACT. Given a smooth complex projeetive surface Sand an ample divisor H on S,
consider the blow Hp of S along k points in genera.l position. Let H' be the pullback of
11 and EI, "') EI. be the exceptioTlal divisors. \Vc show that L = nH' - EI - ... - EI. is
ample if and only if L 2 is positive provided the integer n is at least 3.

Introd uction.

In this note we give an answer to the following question: Given a smooth projective
surface S over C and an alnple divisor H on S, consieler the blow up f : S' --+S of S .
along k points in general position. Let H' = f* H anel EI, . .. ,Ek be the exceptional
divisors. When is the divisor

k

L =nH'- LEi
i=l

alIlple ?

VVe show that the condition L 2 > 0, which clearly is necessary, is also sufficient provided
the integer n is at least 3. Note that the answer to this question has been unknown
even in the case of S = IP2 (cf. (Fuj)). The basic idea is to study the situation on the
surface S with variationallnethods.

Shortly after this work has been cOlnpletecl the author learned that Geng Xu obtained
a similar result in the case of S = jp2 independently.

It's a pleasure to thank Rob Lazarsfeld, who introduced me to this circle of icleas.

Proofs.

The main technical tool is an estiIl1ate on the self-intersection of moving singular
curves established by Ein, Lazarsfeld and Xu in the context of Seshaclri constants of
anlple line bundles on smooth surfaces (cf. [EL],1.2, anel [Laz], 5.16). The precise
statement is:

Proposition. Let {Ct}tEoÖ be al-parameter family of reduced irreducible curves on
a smooth projective surface X, and y, Yl, ... ,Yr E X be distinct points such that
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rnult Yi C t 2:: mi for a1l t E .6 aJlel i = 1, ... ,1'. Supposc there exist t, t' with 1TIUlt yCt =
1n > °and y f/. Gfl ,. Tllen

r

(Ct}2 2 1n(m - 1) + L 1nr
i=1

o

Since ampleness is an open conclition in a flat falnily of line bunclles, it is enough to
show the existence of one k-tuple PI, ... ,Pk of distinct points such that L is aInple
on the blow up S' along these points; then the sanle will hold for k points in general
position, i.e. outside a Zariski clo~ed proper subset of S x ... x S.

Using the Proposibon we can prove:

Theorenl. Let a > 2 be a rationalIlumber. Then there exists a surface S' as above
sucb that for the Q-divisor

k

1\1 = aH' - LEi
i=1

the fo11owing hold:

(1) If lvI2 = a2 H 2 - k ~ 2, tllen lvI is BJnple on S'.

(2) If lvI2 = a2 H 2 - k 2 1, thell At! is positive on a11 curves C' c S' for which j
exists with C' .Ej 2:: 2.

Proof. Suppose the theorenl is not true, anel choose an irreduciblc curve C' C S' such
that A1.C':::; 0. Consider C = I(C'). Defining 1Hi = 1Hultp ;(C), we nlay suppose that
1nl 2 ... 2 rnk· Since M.C' :::; 0, we have

k

LTni 2 a(H.C).
i=I

Now we mayassurne that

- C passes through all the points Pi, i.e. mi ~ 1

- C is irreclucible anel reduced

- Cf 1110veS

Here C moves even in the strong sense, that is, fixing Pl, . .. ,Pk-l, the curve C still
1110VeS in a family of curves satisfying (*). To see this simply observe that any curve
on S lies in one of countably rnany falnilies, but no neighbourhood of Pk is coverecl by
countably lnany curves.

Finally we claitn that a generallnernber of this fanlily has sufficiently big 11lultiplicity
at PI, ... ,Pk-l' But any member satisfies (*), so this follows froln semicontinuity.
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Therefore we can apply the Proposition and obtain the estiluate

C . C :;::: 111.i + ... + rn~ -1 + 111. k ( 111. k - 1),

alld hence cOlnbined with the Hodge- Index-Theorcnl

(~mi)2 ~ a2(H.C)2 ~ a2 H2. C2 ~ a2 H2(~m~ -m k).

By (*), (**) and the asSllluption a > 2 we luay assume k :;::: 2 in the following.

Suppose for the time being that C is not snl00th at one of the ]Jj, which is the case if
and only if GI/.Ej ~ 2. The1l111.l :;::: 2, and (**) contradicts the following Leluma:

Lenll11a. Let k :;::: 2 and XI, .•. ,Xk E Z be illtegers with Xl :;::: ... ~ Xk 2:: 1 and Xl ~ 2.
Tllen 1ve have

k k

(k+1)I:>: > (LXir +:ck(k+1).
i=1 i=l

Prool 01 the Lemma. We argue by incluction on k ~ 2.

For k = 2 one proves
3(xi +x~) - (Xl + X2)2 - 3X2 > 0

by miniluizing this expression with respect to X2. From the incluctivc hypothesis, we
then obtain

(k + 1) t x~ > kxi +t x; + (~Xir + kXk

- (tXir + xk(k + 1) - xi - 2· ~XiXk - Xk + kxi + t X7

(t Xi) 2 + xk(k + 1) + I:(Xi - Xk)2 + xi - Xk.
1=1 l=l

So what we need to show is
k-I

L(Xi - Xk? + xL 2:: Xk,
i=l

but this is obvious.

o

This proves the second part of the Theorelll. To provc the first pal't it reluains to
exc1ude the case n~l = ... = m'k = 1. But then (**) reads

k2 2:: H 2 . a2(k - 1),

contradicting the assunlptions on a.
o
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Corollary. Let L be as in the illtroduction. Then L is alnple if and ollly if L2 > O.

Praof. It clearly suffices to prove the if-part. So suppose L 2 > 0 and that L is not
ample. Then by the Theorem we know that L 2 = 1, i.e. n 2 H 2 = J...~ + 1, and that
there exists an irreelucible reeluceel curve CeS which is snl00th at a11 the Pi satisfying
k 2: n(H.C).

VVe claün that k = n(H.C) holels. Otherwise we have L.C' < O. Consider the surface
S obtained froln S' by contracting the exceptional divisor E j , where j is an index such
that G passes srnoothly through pj. The image t of L then satisfies i} = L 2 + 1 = 2,

hence it is anlple by the Theorern. But this contradicts L.G' + 1 = L.G :S 0 for the
irnage 6 of c' .

Thereforc we concluele k + 1 = n 2 H2 = n(H.C) + 1, but this is inlpossible since besicles
n =I=- 1 also H 2 and (H.C) are integers.

o

Reluark. The example of a line in p2 through any two points shows that we cannot
drop the assurl1ption n 2: 3 in general. On the other hand an analysis of the proof
shows that thc Corollary still holels in the case n 2: 2 if two general points on S can
not be joined by a curve C with (H.C) = 1, which is true e.g. whenever H2 2: 2.
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